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Executive summary
Cattle

Cropping

Dairy

Australian cattle prices will
remain well above average,
restocker demand to remain
firm and beef production
to rise.

Near record production,
strong export demand and
high global prices provide
an excellent outlook for
cropping.

Favourable price and
seasonal conditions to
drive a positive outlook for
dairy farmers.

Horticulture

Sheep

Wool

Strong production is
expected to be met with
improving demand. Labour
shortages remain a key
challenge for the industry.

Sheep producers should
benefit from increased lamb
production and demand in
key markets.

Australian wool producers
are positioned to have
increased wool supply and
enjoy a recovery in prices.

As another bumper year for Australian agriculture is coming to a
close, the industry is positioned to continue to thrive in the new
year. Excellent seasonal conditions have been the primary factor
underpinning the strength of the industry in the past two years and
have helped the sector navigate the disruptions caused by COVID-19.
Wet conditions are set to continue into the new year with a La Niña
established in the Pacific Ocean. This will combine with the COVID-19
recovery for Australian farmers to benefit from both improved
production and demand.
Rural Bank’s Australian Agriculture Outlook provides an in-depth
perspective on supply, demand and price outlooks for Australia’s
major agricultural commodities. By analysing historical trends and
considering future scenarios, the Outlook presents a detailed view
on what lies ahead for Australian farmers in the first half of 2022.
There are four key themes highlighted throughout this report that will
impact the performance of Australian agriculture in the first half of
2022 – seasonal conditions, COVID-19 recovery, trade conditions and
supply chain disruptions. Seasonal conditions are by far the most
significant of these factors and current forecasts suggest they will
remain favourable heading into the new year. The COVID-19 pandemic
is set to enter a recovery phase, both domestically and globally, which
will also further add to a positive outlook for agriculture. Meanwhile,
the various forms of supply chain disruption and ongoing challenges
in trade conditions will weigh on the outlook somewhat but will impact
some commodities more than others.
Seasonal conditions with consecutive years of above average
rainfall have contributed to great strength in Australian agriculture.
For cropping and horticultural producers, this has meant excellent
production volumes, including record winter crop production in 2020
which is expected to be eclipsed in 2021. For livestock producers,
two straight years of wetter conditions have allowed for rebuilding of
the nation’s cattle herd and sheep flock following significant declines
in response to drought. The pace of rebuilding livestock numbers has
exceeded earlier expectations and will translate into increased beef,
sheepmeat, wool and dairy production in 2022.

was set back by the spread of the Delta variant and subsequent
lockdowns during the second half of the year. The easing of
restrictions in New South Wales and Victoria towards the end of
2021 is set to see demand through foodservice channels strengthen,
along with greater movement of labour across state and international
borders. Relatively high vaccination rates will give greater confidence
that the recovery will be sustained as the risk of further widescale
lockdowns and disruptions to trade reduces. Improved demand and
confidence in the longevity of the recovery is a key factor supporting
high prices for many agricultural commodities.
Unfavourable trade conditions remain a factor weighing on the outlook
for some commodities, with improvement in Australia’s relationship
with China yet to be seen. As such, commodities such as barley, red
meat and horticulture will continue to operate with restrictive trade
barriers to the valuable Chinese market. While still a challenge, access
to China has largely faded into the background as exporters have
adapted to trade barriers by finding alternative markets.
Supply chain disruptions, exacerbated by COVID-19 impacts, came
into greater focus in the second half of 2021. Both exports and
imports of agricultural commodities and supplies have been affected
by high freight rates, port shutdowns and delays, and availability of
suitable containers. Perishable commodities such as horticultural
goods and chilled meats are the most exposed to disruptions and may
have to adapt if delays make usual trade unviable. These challenges
will persist throughout the first half of 2022, however farmers should
remain relatively sheltered from any significant direct impacts.
The combination of strong production outlooks and factors supporting
high commodity prices places Australian agriculture in an ideal
position heading into the new year. The analysis included in the
Outlook report gives farmers the insight to look forward to next year
and understand the key driving forces affecting agricultural markets.

Positive production forecasts for most commodities bode well for
farmers, coinciding with expectations of strengthening demand as
the COVID-19 recovery progresses. While Australia enjoyed a taste
of recovery from the impacts of COVID-19 in early 2021, progress
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Economic outlook

The Australian economy remains on track for a resilient recovery as
we move from COVID-19 being considered pandemic to endemic,
and as vaccination rates rise to allow more mobility between and
within states and territories. The V-shaped recovery for employment
and GDP last year extended its progress for the first half of 2021,
however the Delta strain and associated lockdowns in New South
Wales, Australian Capital Territory and Victoria have created a ‘doubledip’ second ‘v’. Fortunately, this setback looks to be around half the
depth of last year’s recession, and mainly impact the third quarter of
this year before a rebound in the final quarter.
Labour markets have remained tight amid very high job vacancies and
advertised positions, while the unemployment rate fell from 6.4 per
cent at the start of the year to 4.5 per cent in August, before jumping
to 5.2 per cent as the Delta strain impacted progress. A wide range
of businesses are reporting difficulties in accessing suitable labour,
partly due to border closures but increasingly also as demand returns,
outpacing supply. The unemployment rate in 2022 is forecast to fall to
around four per cent, and should it dip below four per cent will be the
lowest rate since the 1970s. GDP growth is also forecast to be robust
at around six per cent, driven by the combination of easing restrictions,
high vaccination rates and elevated levels of household savings.
Consumer and business confidence have risen as we approach yearend, in anticipation of fiscal support (having been accrued and not
yet spent) permeating the economy. The return of domestic tourism
and implementation of travel bubbles allowing international visitors
will be a welcome relief for hospitality and businesses dependent
on tourism. The primary risk to this scenario lies in consumers losing
confidence to spend, perhaps via another strain of the virus; but
consumption next year is expected to be strong, albeit more so for
services (which had been lagging consumer spending on goods).

Consumer price indices and core inflation are sharply higher in a
wide range of countries, many at multi-decade highs, and some
central banks have started to increase official interest rates to
address these risks. Higher interest rates aim to dampen demand
to ensure that supply constraints do not create more permanent
inflation. New Zealand, South Korea and Singapore have all recently
tightened monetary policy, and similarly, higher interest rates are
imminent in the United Kingdom, Canada and the United States (US).
In contrast, the Chinese economy is decelerating, facing headwinds
from their property sector as authorities implement reform measures.
This outcome in China is one reason the Australian dollar has fallen
in the second half of the year, along with the insistence from the RBA
that inflation will be less of an issue here, resulting in less urgency for
rate hikes.
The domestic economy has several positives to take stock of when
considering our relative performance through this year and for the
year ahead:
•	Australia’s AAA credit rating has allowed cheap financing of
Federal Government debt, to fund fiscal support for households
and businesses through the pandemic.
•	Export demand has remained strong, despite trade tensions with
China, resulting in a record trade surplus of $15 billion in August.
•	Property values have risen sharply, adding to household wealth
(but at the expense of housing affordability).
The rebound in the economy next year as borders reopen and
demand builds may well require RBA rate hikes well ahead of
their current timelines, but at this stage demand seems assured,
even though supply constraints may add to an already uneven and
complicated recovery.

The global backdrop is also promising as the recovery gathers
pace. However, concerns have moved from the economic recovery
to supply-chain bottlenecks and the risk they pose to inflation.

Australian farmland values –
historic performance
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Number of transactions (RHS)

Cattle

Australian cattle prices have
continued to break records on the
back of improving seasons, reduced
supply and increasing demand both
domestically and internationally. As a
result, restocking demand is expected
to remain strong and will underpin
above average cattle prices for the
foreseeable future.
Mark Pain
Regional Manager Agribusiness, QLD and Northern Rivers NSW
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Cattle
Supply

Price

Australian beef production to begin to recover
in first half of 2022.

Cattle prices will remain well above average for
the first half of 2022.

Demand

Outlook

Consumer demand is expected to strengthen,
while restocker demand should remain firm.

Australian cattle prices will remain well above
average, restocker demand to remain firm and
beef production to rise.

Supply
Eastern Young Cattle Indicator forecast
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Global beef production is expected to decline by four per cent in
2022, according to the United States Department of Agriculture
(USDA). Tighter cattle supplies influencing slaughter rates is likely
to soften beef production in the US for 2022 by three per cent. Beef
production in Brazil is expected to rise by 2.1 per cent along with
increased herd numbers and slaughter rates.
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Monthly average EYCI values forecast at 68 per cent confidence interval.
Source: Meat and Livestock Australia (MLA), Rural Bank

Demand
Restocker demand is expected to remain strong for the first half of
2022 due to a favourable weather outlook along with good availability
of pasture across most cattle regions. However, a dry autumn could
begin to cause restocker demand to ease. On the consumer front,
domestic foodservice demand is likely to increase as the COVID-19
recovery continues and restrictions ease. Further disruptions to
foodservice trade are unlikely with vaccine distribution well under way.

Price
Cattle prices are anticipated to remain relatively stable in early 2022
after two years of strong growth. An anticipated increase in Australian
cattle supply is likely to apply downwards pressure on prices.
However, support for prices will be maintained by firm restocker
demand and a decrease in global supply. The support for prices is
likely to outweigh the downwards trending factors and keep the cattle
prices at well above average values for the next six months.

Volume of Australian beef exports
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Australian beef exports are set to rise by 15 per cent in 2022 to
reach 1.5 million tonnes on the back of increased beef production.
Australia’s exports to Japan and China have been below average
in 2021 but are likely to increase in 2022 due to improved demand.
Chinese consumption of beef is forecast to increase by 4.3 per cent
in 2022 according to the USDA, leading to imports increasing by 8.3
per cent. South Korea rose to be Australia’s second largest export
market in 2021 with export volume rising over 8 per cent year-on-year.
The strength of South Korean demand is likely to continue into 2022.
Exports to the US have declined over the last year and are expected
to be below average for the next six months.
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Australian beef production is expected to increase during the first half
of 2022, as more cattle reach desired slaughter weights. This follows a
very tight year for supply in 2021 when average weekly cattle slaughter
for the year-to-date was 16 per cent lower than 2020, restricted by
producers continuing to restock herds on the back of favourable
seasonal conditions. Production is forecast to rise 12 per cent in 2022
by Meat and Livestock Australia (MLA) to 2.1 million tonnes. This will
come from a herd of 27.8 million head, 5.6 per cent up on 2021. As
seasonal conditions have been favourable, calves that have been
produced during this time will be reaching the market, which is likely
to lead to an increase in total supply on the market and slaughter rates.
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J anuary to October beef exports show year-on-year declines to all major
markets except South Korea.
Source: Department of Agriculture, Water and the Environment
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Cropping

Growers are justifiably
optimistic about the year ahead.
An overwhelmingly positive
season for production has had
the gloss taken off by reduced
wheat quality. But high yields,
strong export demand and
elevated international pricing
will go some way to making up
for reduced protein in cereals.
Canola growers are ‘sitting
pretty’ as prices remain at levels
not seen before this year.
James Robinson
Head of Sales – West
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Cropping
Supply

Price

Australian winter crop production is forecast to
exceed last season, but quality will be lower.

Prices are expected to remain above average
through to the second half of 2023.

Demand

Outlook

Reduced global supply of cereals will see
strong demand for Australian grain.

Near record production, strong export demand
and high global prices provide an excellent
outlook for cropping.

Cereals
Supply
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 onthly average Geelong APW1 wheat values forecast at 68 per cent
M
confidence interval.
Source: Profarmer Australia, Rural Bank

Port Adelaide F1 feed barley price forecast

Demand

450

Domestic demand for feed grains is expected to strengthen in the
coming six months as the cattle herd continues to rebuild from
drought induced lows. Domestic consumption of wheat for feed is
forecast to increase two per cent, and barley four per cent year-on-year
as high beef prices encourage fattening through feedlots.
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Reduced production in key exporting nations will see export demand
remain strong with 23 million tonnes of Australian wheat forecast to be
exported this season. Export demand will be influenced by the quality
of Australian cereals and high international freight rates. Lower quality
wheat produced this season will be targeted by Indonesia, Philippines,
and Vietnam where demand is predominantly for feed purposes and
Australia enjoys a freight advantage. Australia will face increased
competition into Vietnam with the announcement of the removal of their
wheat import tax which did not apply to Australia. Reduced United
States and Canadian production mean high quality milling wheat is in
very short supply. This will see strong demand from quality sensitive
demand points like Japan and South Korea, though opportunities may
be limited given Australia’s lowered quality.
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United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) reports global
wheat production is projected to reach a record 775 million tonnes in
2021/22. But with global consumption expected to reach a record 785
million tonnes, global ending stocks are anticipated to decline four per
cent to 276 million tonnes, the lowest level since 2016/17. Reduced
year-on-year wheat production in major exporting countries in Russia
(-13 per cent), United States (-10 per cent) and Canada (-40 per cent)
has drawn down world supplies.

Geelong APW1 wheat price forecast
500

AUD/tonne

Winter cereal production in Australia is forecast to exceed last
season’s record high. Estimated wheat production of 34.5 million
tonnes is a three per cent increase on last year, and 43 per cent
above average. Barley production is estimated at 12.7 million tonnes,
a one per cent increase on last year despite reduced area planted,
but three per cent below the record 13.1 million tonnes produced in
the 2016/17 season. Contrary to previous seasons where production
has been weighted to either the east or west, all states are expecting
above average yields with New South Wales and Western Australia the
standouts. While production is positive, quality is less so. A wet finish
and heavy rainfall during harvest has downgraded quality significantly
compared to last year. Less than 40 per cent of the Australian wheat
crop is expected to make milling quality. New South Wales has been
hardest hit, with at least half of wheat produced expected to be
downgraded to feed quality.

 onthly average Port Adelaide feed barley values forecast at 68 per cent
M
confidence interval.
Source: Profarmer Australia, Rural Bank
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Cropping
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Overall, the outlook for cereal prices is positive. Short global supply
means prices, particularly for higher quality wheat, will remain
elevated through to mid next year when global supply can be
refreshed with northern hemisphere crops.
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Barley prices have gained support from wheat but face some
downside due to harvest selling and competition from wheat for
stockfeed purposes. The threat of domestic users switching to wheat
will hold barley prices in eastern states relatively steady. Global
demand for feedstocks will put a floor on downside and see barley
prices trade within a range of 10 per cent of current values.

Kwinana canola price forecast
1,200
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Across most states, wheat prices have started the season close to
or higher than prices seen in any previous season. Prices are forecast
to remain around decile 6–7 into late 2022 with potential upside of
10 per cent as Russian export limits take effect early next year.
Australian prices have come under downward pressure as harvest
continues in southern areas. While record prices seen during drought
years are unlikely to be reached, particularly in eastern states, strong
export demand and high international prices will see APW wheat
values remain above $300 per tonne. Quality concerns and global
shortages will see high protein grades supported with possible
increases of 10 to 15 per cent from current levels which will only
subside if northern hemisphere production is positive.

Australian canola production is forecast to reach a record 5.5 million
tonnes, an 18 per cent year-on-year increase and 60 per cent above
average. Growers are estimated to have increased area planted to
canola by almost 30 per cent this year which, combined with above
average yields in all states, has them set to capitalise on global shortage.
The USDA estimates global canola production declining seven per
cent on last year, predominantly driven by a 33 per cent decrease in
Canada, the world’s largest producer and exporter. Reduced Canadian
production of around 13 million tonnes down from an average of
20 million means global consumption is forecast to exceed global
production by three per cent, or around two million tonnes.

Dec 16

Price

Oilseeds

AUD/tonne

Barley exports are forecast to reach around eight million tonnes
for the coming season. Feed barley demand from Middle Eastern
destinations is firm and is expected to remain through to late 2022.
Diversification of barley export markets continues following China’s
withdrawal. Malt barley is finding new export markets to Mexico,
Ecuador and Peru complimenting ongoing demand from Vietnam.

 onthly average Kwinana non-GM canola values forecast at 68 per cent
M
confidence interval.
Source: Profarmer Australia, Rural Bank

Australian canola is already seeing strong export demand which will
remain until supplies are exhausted. Australia is likely to capture market
share from Asian destinations as Canada is the primary supplier
of genetically modified canola to the region. This will also create
competition for traditional European buyers of Australian canola.
Global shortage of oilseeds, high crush margins and increased
demand for biodiesel have driven offshore canola/rapeseed values
to record highs. Australian prices have followed suit and have
exceeded $1,000 per tonne before harvest pressure has eased
prices. While prices may not reach those levels again, there is very
little further downside to canola prices and fundamental supply and
demand factors mean they are unlikely to drop below $800 per tonne.
Australian canola is currently below global ICE and Matif benchmarks,
so once harvest selling eases and export demand increases there is
potential upside of five to 10 per cent on current prices.
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Cropping
Pulses
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Faba bean prices are expected to soften 10 to 15 per cent in coming
months. Recent prices have been supported by slow grower selling
which has forced buyers to increase bids to fill nearby shipments.
However as with other pulses, container and vessel availability is
likely to weaken the market. Egypt has purchased bulk shipments of
Australian faba beans in recent months and is receiving European
origin faba beans which suggests they are well stocked. Supply
chain issues and softer demand are likely to see faba bean prices
decline in the coming year.
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 onthly average Brisbane chickpea values forecast at 68 per cent
M
confidence interval.
Source: Profarmer Australia, Rural Bank

Lentil prices remain relatively high compared to historical values
and have been supported by India’s temporary reduction of the
import tariff from 30 to 10 per cent which is due to revert at the end
of the year. Demand for Australian lentils is expected to remain firm
as Canada’s drought reduced crop will see increased interest from
importers like Egypt and the United Arab Emirates. Despite this, lentil
prices are expected to remain relatively flat in coming months as a
result of supply chain issues. With availability of freight uncertain,
buyers are holding off on purchasing from growers which puts a
dampener on price increases due to export demand.
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Chickpea markets are also being affected by supply chain issues,
with prices expected to remain subdued at least until the new year.
As things stand, the cost and timing of freight is making Australia an
unattractive option to Pakistani and Bangladeshi buyers. Low prices
are causing growers to hold chickpeas with the expectation the
freight situation will improve. There is hope prices may improve early
in the new year as demand picks up for Ramadan in April, but freight
issues are unlikely to be resolved by then.
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Pulse exports in general are suffering from supply chain issues with
container availability a problem and lack of bulk export capacity
which is monopolised by wheat and canola. This will be an ongoing
issue for pulse exports into the new year and is likely to hamper
demand and subdue prices.

Brisbane chickpea price forecast
1,400
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Production of pulses is forecast to increase four per cent to over
three million tonnes this season, the second largest pulse crop
behind the 2016/17 season. Year-on-year increases to lentils
(+8 per cent), chickpeas (+5 per cent), lupins (+5 per cent), field
peas (+1 per cent) and faba beans (+3 per cent) are mostly the
result of improved yields. Only lentils and chickpeas increased
planted area as canola was generally favoured over pulses.

Dairy

Australian dairy producers are set to benefit from
favourable production and price conditions heading
into 2022. Milk production is expected to achieve
year-on-year growth on the back of positive
seasonal conditions across most dairy regions.
The recovery in the domestic foodservice sector
from COVID-19 disruptions in 2021 and firm export
demand amid stable global supply will underpin
a high price environment.
Kathryn Davies
Regional Manager Agribusiness, Southern Victoria
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Dairy
Supply

Price

Australian milk production to increase
1–2 per cent and global supply to be stable.

Strong demand and steady global supply
will support high local and global prices.

Demand

Outlook

Demand for dairy products to remain strong
in both domestic and export markets.

Favourable price and seasonal conditions
to drive a positive outlook for dairy farmers.

Supply
Australian milk production is on track to grow by one to two per cent
in 2021/22. This growth will build upon a modest increase of 0.7 per
cent in 2020/21 and place milk production just above the five-year
average. A good pasture base heading into the new year coupled
with a favourable rainfall outlook and good on-farm feed supplies has
the industry set-up for a strong production period. This should help
offset a slow start to the 2021/22 season which saw milk production
between July and September 3.3 per cent lower year-on-year.
Global milk supply is expected to remain stable in 2022. Production in
New Zealand and Europe is expected to remain similar to 2021 due to
limited ability to expand herds. US production is forecast by the USDA
to rise by 1.2 per cent, as improved production per cow is set to offset
a decline in the national milking herd.

Demand
Domestic dairy demand is expected to recover in the first six months
of 2022 after restrictions on foodservice outlets during COVID-19
outbreaks weakened demand at times during 2021. The rebound in
foodservice demand has already been seen in late 2021 as restrictions
have eased in New South Wales and Victoria. The success of vaccine
distributions should instil greater confidence that a recovery in demand
can be sustained with a lower likelihood of further disruptions
occurring in 2022.
Australian dairy exports are expected to grow in 2022 on the back of
increased milk production and will likely be met by strong demand
from key markets. China will be the key market to watch in 2022 where
demand is set to remain strong. China was the strongest growth
market for Australian dairy in 2021 as export value of $766 million

between January and September was 50 per cent higher year-onyear and eclipsed the record annual total set in 2020. Skim milk
powder was the strongest growth commodity to China in 2021 with
value for the year-to-September nearly double that of 2020. Further
growth could be possible as Chinese skim milk powder imports are
forecast by the USDA to rise by eight per cent in 2022, driven by
increased consumption of low-fat dairy drinks and bakery products.
Another positive factor for Australian dairy demand is the recovery
in Japanese cheese demand which was subdued by the impacts of
COVID-19 in 2021. Australian cheese exports to Japan in January
to September 2021 were 24 per cent lower year-on-year. Exports to
Japan are expected to return closer to average levels in 2022.

Price
Global prices for dairy products are expected to remain supported
near record highs after trending higher in the second half of 2022.
Firm demand outpaced lower than expected supply which drove
skim milk powder prices 45 per cent above the five-year average in
November. Cheddar prices were also at a high level at 31 per cent
above average.
Optimism in global markets is reflected in Australian farmgate milk
prices which have settled at a high level for the 2021/22 season.
Following a flurry of step-up announcements, the average price
across southern milk processors stands at $7.02/kg MS. This
is 4.3 per cent higher than the average of initial opening price
announcements and 6.2 per cent above the five-year average. High
prices are reflective of firm demand and strong competition among
processors to secure supply.

Skim milk powder price forecast

Cheddar price forecast
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	Monthly average global dairy trade (GDT) skim milk powder prices forecast
at 68 per cent confidence interval.
Source: Global Dairy Trade, Rural Bank
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	Monthly average GDT cheddar prices forecast at 68 per cent confidence interval.
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Horticulture

Favourable growing conditions,
full water storages and improving
domestic demand will provide
strong market conditions for
horticultural producers in the first
half of 2022. Strong horticultural
production is forecast across most
regions following a wet winter and
relatively mild spring. Domestic
demand has strengthened following
the recovery of the foodservice
sector, with vegetable producers
likely to see most of this additional
demand. Labour shortages do
remain a concern, however the
reopening of both state and
international borders should see
these worker shortages ease over
the coming months.
John Reilly
Regional Manager Agribusiness, Western Australia South
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Horticulture
Supply

Price

Favourable seasonal conditions are likely to lead
to increased production across most states.

Fruit and nut prices will likely decline following
strong production. Global almond prices
continue to rebound.

Demand

Outlook

Domestic demand to improve as foodservice
sector recovers in Victoria and New South
Wales, particularly for vegetables.

Strong production is expected to be met with
improving demand. Labour shortages remain
a key challenge for the industry.

Overview

Fruit
Favourable growing conditions will hold producers in good stead
through the first half of 2022. Strong production paired with elevated
household demand will lift the value of fruit production to near record
levels. While the outlook is positive, challenges do remain as the busy
summer harvest period is likely to see growers struggle to source
labour for the second season in a row. The impact of recent rainfall
may also impact fruit quality across the summer period, putting
upward pressure on fruit prices in early 2022.
Hass avocado production is forecast to reach over 120,000 tonnes
nationally in the 2021/22 season, an estimated 150 per cent rise on
last season. This increased output follows fantastic growing conditions
across most production regions and increased plantings beginning
to bear fruit. Domestic demand for avocados remains high with
consumption expected to increase to 5/kg per person by the end of
the 2021/22. This is up from 4/kg per person during the prior season.
Queensland continues to produce the majority of Australian avocados,
with 69 per cent of national production, ahead of Western Australia
at 17 per cent. Shepard avocados, which are due to start harvest in
late summer, make up 25 per cent of total production. Strong Shepard
avocado production is expected keep supply high when harvest
begins in February. This will see prices remain well below average,
though values will recover slightly from the record lows seen towards
the end of 2021.
Australia’s table grape production is forecast to increase to 210,000
tonnes in the 2021/22 season. This is up from an estimated 200,000
tonnes last season and driven by favourable conditions and additional
plantings. Reduced labour availability may impact the volume of
export-quality table grapes. Exports will also be challenged by soaring
freight rates, paired with ongoing uncertainty regarding demand from
the key Chinese market. Exports to China, the largest table grape
market by some margin, declined by 41 per cent in 2020/21.
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Fruit price index forecast
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Favourable seasonal conditions will drive strong horticultural
production during the first half of 2022, though the recent declaration
of a La Niña may have a negative impact on fruit and vegetable
quality over the summer period. The farmgate value of horticultural
production has been forecast to rise to a record $12.4 billion in
2021/22, by ABARES. The increased production will see labour
demand remain high across most regions. Growers are implementing
several strategies to mitigate labour shortages over the busy summer
period including lengthening the harvest timeframe, enhancing harvest
efficiency and improving overall labour retention. The re-opening
of international borders will hopefully see labour shortages ease
throughout 2022. Both domestic and export demand for horticultural
produce is forecast to remain high. The extension of the International
Freight Assistance Mechanism (IFAM) to mid-2022 has come as
welcome news to exporters, though trade tensions with China remain
of some concern to producers.

Monthly average fruit price index forecast at 68 per cent confidence interval.
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS), Rural Bank

Reduced exports will subsequently increase the supply of table
grapes on the domestic market. This has kept prices well below
average, with this trend expected to continue through the remainder
of 2021/22.
Harvest of Australian stone fruit is underway with mixed production
forecasts. Peaches and nectarine output is forecast to rise by 5–10 per
cent in comparison to last season. Quality may be impacted following
storms across major growing regions, with South Australia seeing
significant impacts to crops following heavy hailstorms in late spring.
Domestic demand is expected to remain relatively steady with prices
likely to soften as a result of increased production.
Cherry production has also been impacted by storms and cooler
than usual weather throughout the spring period. This comes despite
earlier forecasts estimating a rise in national cherry production. Total
output is now expected to be average to slightly less than last season
with forecasts currently siting around 18,000 tonnes. In good news for
producers, fruit size is anticipated to be larger which will see a greater
rate of return per kilogram of fruit for producers. Domestic demand
remains high coming into the Christmas period. Export demand should
remain similar to last year with the recent extension of IFAM to mid2022 coming as a relief to many growers. Cherry exporters in Chile,
Australia’s primary competitor into Asian markets, are being impacted
by increasing freight costs which will benefit Australian exporters.
Exports to China are also expected to remain steady. Domestic prices
will remain above last year with a range of $10–20/kg expected.
Recent weather events may see a greater amount of Class 2 fruit
on the shelves which would increase the premium for Class 1 fruit,
potentially pushing prices above the $20/kg mark.
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Horticulture
Vegetables

Nuts

Vegetable production is forecast to remain high for the remainder of
the 2021/22 season with favourable growing conditions seen across
almost all states. South Australia was the exception, with the state
experiencing hailstorms and strong winds towards the end of spring.
Vegetable producers around Adelaide, the Barossa Valley and Hills
regions were hardest hit with hail and strong winds damaging crops,
with damaged glasshouses also impacting produce. Lettuce, tomato,
zucchini, and cucumber crops were amongst the worst affected
vegetables. Cucumber prices are currently sitting lower than last
season and will likely rise over the coming months as a result. Lettuce
and zucchini prices are expected to remain generally unaffected by
the crop damage due to the comparatively modest production levels
seen within South Australia.

Australian macadamia production will continue to expand following
record production in 2021. There were 54,000 tonnes of nut-in-shell
harvested this season with production expected to continue to rise
providing seasonal conditions remain favourable. Macadamia nuts are
now Queensland’s most valuable horticultural export because of this
production growth. Macadamias remain primarily an export crop, with
over 80 per cent of production generally exported. High freight prices
remain of some concern to producers as a result. Global demand for
macadamia nuts continues to rise with prices expected to remain firm
despite the rising output.

Vegetable price index forecast
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Almond growers are well positioned heading into the 2022 season
thanks to encouraging market conditions, full water storages and
a successful pollination period. Producers are expecting another
strong season with over 140,000 tonnes currently forecast for the 2022
season, an increase of 16,000 tonnes on the 2021 season. Domestic
demand for almonds is expected to remain firm though shipping
delays and increased logistical costs will impact exporters well into
2022. This remains a serious concern with over 108,000 tonnes
exported for the 12 months to September 2021. Improved growing
conditions throughout California will see better than anticipated
production though output will likely remain below previous years, with
a drop of 10 per cent currently forecast this year with global almond
production expected to fall by eight per cent. This follows a period of
significant drought throughout 2021 which affected US output. As a
result, export demand for Australian almonds will rebound following
a drop in 2021. The industry remains hopeful that 2022 prices will
return to the 10-year average of around $7.40/kg with some within the
industry anticipating a price rise of 50 per cent or more.

Monthly average vegetable price index forecast at 68 per cent confidence interval.
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS), Rural Bank

Ongoing labour shortages are continuing to impact vegetable prices.
Vegetables that are labour intensive to harvest are feeling the greatest
impact. Tomatoes and broccoli are reaching markets at prices
previously seen in drought years, despite strong production levels,
with both broccoli and tomato producers taking advantage of strong
seasonal conditions.
Onion harvest is expected to reach over 260,000 tonnes this season
as wetter than average conditions on the east coast of Australia
have impacted output levels. The reopening of foodservice venues
throughout New South Wales and Victoria will see domestic demand
rise while ongoing strong retail demand due to an increase in home
cooking is also expected to remain. Export demand remains difficult
to gauge at this point with 15 per cent of the crop typically exported,
though high freight and labour costs may present a hurdle to overseas
markets. Onion prices are forecast to increase by upwards of 10–15
per cent over the remainder of the 2021/22 season on the back of
improved demand.
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Sheep

Australian sheep producers have enjoyed
a brilliant season and strong prices during
2021, with 2022 looking to be another good
year. Lamb and mutton supply is expected to
increase, which should coincide with increased
demand as international markets recover from
the impacts of COVID-19. Improved demand
will support the continuation of strong prices,
however a drop is inevitable on the back of
increased supply.
Simon O’Leary
Regional Manager Agribusiness, Western Australia North
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Sheep
Supply

Price

Australian lamb and mutton production to
increase as the national flock grows.

Lamb and mutton prices to drop from 2021’s
record prices but remain strong.

Demand

Outlook

Increased demand expected in key markets,
highlighted by a recovery in the Middle East.

Sheep producers should benefit from increased
lamb production and demand in key markets.

Supply
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Australian mutton production and slaughter is also expected to increase
in 2022, however production is forecast to remain 18.7 per cent below
the five-year average and sheep slaughter is projected to remain 22.6
per cent below. Below average slaughter numbers in 2021 and heading
into 2022 are likely due to good seasons and feed availability, allowing for
higher on-farm stocking rates, causing producers to be less inclined to
sell, particularly as they rebuild stock numbers from 2020.
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The flock recovery, coupled with favourable seasonal conditions are
expected to result in Australian lamb production, lamb slaughter and
average carcass weights continuing their upward trends into 2022.
MLA is projecting a 4.7 per cent year-on-year increase in production,
suggesting 2022 may be a year for the record books.

Eastern States
Trade Lamb Indicator forecast

c/kg cwt

Australian lamb and mutton production is expected to increase in 2022
as the national flock continues to rebuild from a drought-induced low point
in 2020. MLA is forecasting the national flock size to reach 73.3 million in
2022, an increase of 3.8 per cent from 2021 and 13.8 per cent above 2020.

Monthly average ESTLI values forecast at 68 per cent confidence interval.
Source: MLA, Rural Bank

Demand for Australian sheepmeat is expected to increase in 2022 on
both domestic and international fronts. An increase in domestic utilisation
of lamb is expected, largely on the back of the foodservice industry
returning to operating levels closer to those of pre-pandemic times as
restrictions in New South Wales and Victoria have eased.
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The most significant boost to demand could come from the Middle East,
with export volumes for lamb and mutton expected to increase there. In
2019, pre-pandemic, they imported 67,083 tonnes shipped weight of
Australian lamb and 30,323 tonnes shipped weight of Australian mutton,
which is more than double the current year-to-date figures. The increase
in demand is expected to come as tourism and air freight pick back up in
2022, which will aid in keeping the export price strong across all locations.

700

c/kg cwt

Export demand is expected to remain strong in 2022, particularly from
the US and China. Strong demand and additional Australian supply will
help build upon a good performance in 2021 which saw lamb export
volumes increase 2.9 per cent for the year-to-October. The US was by far
the strongest market with growth of 20.6 per cent compared to 2020 and
accounted for 27 per cent of total lamb exports. Chinese demand should
also remain strong and add to growth of 2.1 per cent in 2021. Australian
mutton exports to China were an even better performer in 2021 with an
increase of 8.9 per cent.

National mutton indicator forecast
800

Jun 17

Demand

Monthly average NMI values forecast at 68 per cent confidence interval.
Source: MLA, Rural Bank

Price
The outlook for 2022 is positive for sheepmeat producers as
improvements to demand will help prices remain strong, although an
increase in supply means a decline from 2021 is likely. Prices for both
lamb and mutton are coming from a high level in 2021, with Australian
lamb prices increasing for the ninth year in a row thanks to favourable
seasonal conditions and strong demand.
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The Eastern States Trade Lamb Indicator (ESTLI) is forecast to follow
typical yearly patterns, with prices anticipated to trend along the lower
forecast range of 750c/kg to 800c/kg carcass weight. With a five-year
national average of 743c/kg carcass weight and a 2021 year-to-date
average of 865c/kg, 2022 is looking to be another strong year of
above average prices.
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Wool

Australian wool producers will benefit from
increased supply and recovering prices
in 2022. Fine micron wools will continue
to perform strongly while broader types
will struggle to find the demand needed
to lift prices. Domestic and international
buyer interest will support prices, but some
volatility is expected due to changing
market conditions. There is optimism that
retail spend will increase for natural fibres
as consumers use savings accrued during
lockdowns and desire for goods that are
more sustainable.
Fiona Whale
Agribusiness Relationship Manager, Western Victoria
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Wool
Supply

Price

Australian wool supply is set to increase in the
first half of 2022.

Wool prices will gradually increase as strong
demand limits downside.

Demand

Outlook

Demand will continue to increase as consumer
retail spend rebounds.

Australian wool producers are positioned to have
increased wool supply and recovering prices.

Supply
Australian shorn wool production for the 2021/22 season is forecast at
310 million kilograms greasy (mkg) according to the Australian Wool
Production Forecasting Committee (AWPFC), an increase of 5.2 per
cent on 2020/21. According to Australia Wool Testing Authority (AWTA)
figures, 104,502 mkg of greasy wool has been tested from July to
October 2021, up 23.3 per cent compared to 2020/21 and up 9.3 per
cent compared to 2019/20. If this trend continues until the end of the
current season (June 2022), the volume of wool tested could reach
338,115 mkg. It is worth noting that testing volumes were impacted by
COVID-19 restrictions in 2020/21.
Favourable seasonal conditions and the rebuilding of the national
sheep flock are expected to see the number of sheep shorn in
2021/22 increase by three per cent to 69 million head (AWPFC, 2021).
Increased chance of above median rainfall through the summer
period will improve feed availability and continue to support lambing
rates and in turn wool production.

Demand
Australian wool demand will continue to rebound in 2022 as consumer
retail spend is expected to rise. The Northern Hemisphere winter is the
strongest period for wool apparel sales with wool imports increasing in
the months beforehand. Data from the United States Census Bureau
shows that from January to September 2021, United States imports of
wool household goods and apparel was valued at US$1.4 billion, an
increase of 11.3 per cent on the equivalent period last year. Similarly,
cotton imports into the United States increased 34.7 per cent year on
year to US$33.4 billion. Conversely, textiles and apparel that were not
wool or cotton decreased in value by 15.8 per cent to US$40 billion.

While natural fibres represent a smaller market share than synthetic
materials, the high price of oil and changing customer attitudes are
helping wool and cotton remain competitive. These demand trends
are expected to continue into 2022 and show why there is strong
international demand for Australian wool.
China is anticipated to remain Australia’s largest wool export market in
2022 with market share of around 85 per cent. Australian wool export
value to China was $1.94 billion from January to September 2021. This
export value has eclipsed the previous two years and 2022 is likely to
perform even better with prices firming. Export demand is increasing
as manufacturing capacity in China recovers now that COVID-19
restrictions are easing. However, electricity rationing in China is
reported to have slowed down manufacturing at some Chinese wool
mills which could see buyer interest fluctuate week to week if this
situation is not resolved in the new year.

Price
Australian wool prices are anticipated to rise in 2022 with fine microns
wools continuing to perform strongly. Strong demand for super fine
and fine microns will continue with the price divergence to medium
and broad microns to stay wide. The outlook for broader wool is less
positive with pressure on prices due to plenty of feed on offer seeing
micron size increase and little buyer appetite to encourage stockpiles
to be drawn down.
The Eastern Market Indicator (EMI) is likely to trend in the middle of
the forecast range, averaging around 1,400c/kg. Volatile demand
and wool offered to market will see prices fluctuate week to week.
Optimism about consumer retail spend increasing is creating
confidence amongst buyers.

Eastern Market Indicator forecast

Australian wool price by micron
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Monthly average EMI values forecast at 68 per cent confidence interval.
Source: Australian Wool Exchange (AWEX), Rural Bank
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	Monthly average prices for 17 micron, 20 micron and 28 micron wool in
Melbourne selling centre.
Source: AWEX, Rural Bank
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About the research
The Australian Agriculture Outlook 2022 provides a forecast
for domestic and international supply, demand, and price
dynamics for agricultural products. Significant effort has been
taken to secure the most recent data available.
The price forecasts presented in this report have been
calculated using an Auto-Regressive Integrated Moving
Average model. The model projects a range of values based
on trend, volatility, cyclical and seasonal patterns in the historic
data. The forward estimates relate to the January 2022 – June
2022 period. Future market conditions may cause actual
prices to move across and outside of the forecast range.
All prices represent Australian Dollars unless otherwise noted.

Glossary
ABS

Australian Bureau of Statistics

ABARES	Australian Bureau of Agricultural and
Resource Economics and Sciences
AWEX

Australian Wool Exchange

AWPFC	Australian Wool Production Forecasting
Committee
AWTA

Australian Wool Testing Authority

AUD

Australian Dollar

CPI

Consumer Price Index

EMI

Eastern Market Indicator

ESTLI

Eastern States Trade Lamb Indicator

EU

European Union

EYCI

Eastern Young Cattle Indicator

GDP

Gross Domestic Product

GDT

Global Dairy Trade

MLA

Meat and Livestock Australia

MS

Milk solids

RBA

Reserve Bank of Australia

US

United States

USDA

United States Department of Agriculture
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